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Abstract: When machine errors occur in factories, it is important to act quickly in an appropriate
way. Depending on the complexity of the error situation and the skill level of the personnel, it is
important to identify the appropriate technical documentation quickly. This paper presents a
methodology for semantically matching symptoms and causes in error situations, and automatically
presenting solutions to end-users in an intuitive way. For demonstration purposes, the use case of
robotics application development is chosen.
1. Introduction
Whenever personnel of smart factories are confronted with machine errors, a critical aspect is the
time required to put the machine back to operation. A machine error may reduce the overall
productivity and hence impact the factories’ competitiveness (Zhang and Ordóñez, 2012, p IX;
Saalmann and Hellingrath, 2016, p 601).
We illustrate this by means of the example use case of robot application development for the smart
factory. Developers program robots to support dedicated factory processes. One feature of modern
robots like e.g. KUKA LBR iiwa 14 R820 is its impedance control mode, i.e., motions can be
programmed based on measured forces and torques. (KUKA, 2017). A common use case for
impedance-controlled motion is the search of the physical workspace, e.g., a desk. The robot moves
in one direction until it senses a specific force, i.e., until it reaches contact. Similar to a human elbow,
the joints of the LBR iiwa have angle limits (An et al., 1989, p 1251; KUKA, 2017, p 30). In case of
an impedance-controlled motion, a joint can reach its maximum angle if the expected force is not
detected during the motion, and no default behaviour is programmed, resulting in a sudden stop during
movement. To continue the desired movement, the application developer has to first determine which
joint has hit its angle limit. Then, he has to rotate the joint out of its maximum angle and use a
combination of other joints for moving to the desired position.
In general, error isolation until its root-cause is found can be a complex and time-consuming task
(Lettnin and Winterholer, 2017, p 2). The time required depends on a multitude of factors, such as the
machine’s complexity, the personnel’s skill level and the availability of other information sources.
Recent government and industry initiatives have focused on optimizing the manufacturing processes
by studying on smart factories that use highly interconnected machines. For Germany: Industrie 4.0
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(Henninger et al., 2013), For the USA: The Industrial Internet (Industrial Internet Consortium 2014),
For France: Industrie du Futur (2015). More precisely, according to Henninger et al. (2013), those
initiatives have the potential to compensate short time deficiencies, allow flexible reaction to errors
and even improve the work-life balance. The charts of Bauernhansl et al. (2014, p 31) indicate that
the so-called next industrial revolution has the potential to introduce high savings in different industry
cost areas. The German industry association for digital business Bitkom (2017) offers a closer insight:
One of their recent press releases contains an excerpt of a study conducted in 314 companies with 3
or more employees stating that for Germany there is a possibility for an increase in productivity of
up to 78.5 billion (109) euros until the year 2025. With regard to the number of ongoing research
projects and their topics, a not sufficiently answered question might be how smart factories with
increased connectivity can be utilized to achieve such a growth in productivity. One indicator is the
web page of the German Federal Ministry of Education and Research (2017) which states in Germany,
there are over 300 research project partner locations for ongoing projects within the smart factory
domain. Some projects examine holistic approaches, e.g. the recently completed
CyberSystemConnector (CSC) project interlinks distributed technical documentation
(CyberSystemConnector, 2017). Other projects focus on specific scenarios. E.g. Lin et al. (2012) is
introducing a combination of statistics and fuzzy logic for machine failure detection. A study of real
time control systems for sensor networks in the same domain is conducted by Nguyen (2017).
In this paper, we propose a novel methodology for reducing the time span for fixing machine errors
in smart factories by automatically providing appropriate technical documentation taking machine
context into account. In the example use case presented above the robot application developer will
automatically be alerted when a robot joint has reached its maximum angle. The information of how
to move the robot back into the desired position will be provided in an intuitive way, integrated in the
developer’s workflow.
This paper is structured with five sections in total. Section 2 describes the problem. In Section 3, the
proposed solution is described, which is evaluated in Section 4. A review of related literature can be
found in Section 5. The papers’ last section comprises conclusions and future work.
2. Problem Description
Based on expert interviews conducted with personnel of manufacturers for smart factory equipment
(four robot application developers, one knowledge engineer, three support engineers) the following
requirements have been collected:
R1) In case a machine error occurs in a smart factory, personnel shall be enabled to resolve the error
quickly and with little effort.
R2) Appropriate technical documentation shall be provided, indicating causes and solutions of
machine errors.
R3) The provided technical documentation shall match the machine context in which the error
occurred.
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R4) The technical documentation shall be provided automatically, alerting the user as soon as the
machine error occurs.
R5) Devices shall be supported which support the smart factory workflow, e.g., desktop computer,
tablet PC, smartphone, or smartwatch.
R6) User interaction shall be fast to not disturb the personnel’s workflow.
3. A Method for Context-Aware Documentation in the Smart Factory
3.1. User Interaction Concept
We explain the interaction concept of the methodology by means of the example use case introduced
above. As soon as the robot stops during hand guiding, the user is alerted. This alert may be pushed
to a suitable device, e.g., the development workstation, a tablet PC or even a smartwatch. The alert
indicates the symptom of the machine error, i.e. ’Joint: the robot has stopped’. See Figure 1 for a
screenshot of a dashboard view on the development workstation.

1.
2.
3.
Figure 1: Dashboard View
An important aspect of the screen design is the clarity of information presentation, following the ISO
Standard 9241-110 (ISO, 2006), respectively 9241-210 (ISO, 2010). The user centred design
approach is applied, which includes close contact to the end user to define requirements
collaboratively and test intermediate prototypes iteratively (Garret, 2011).
The dashboard component implements the interaction design pattern of sequence-of-use, which
follows the mental model of spatial alignment of semantically related objects (Koffka, 2014).
Elements that share a semantic relationship are grouped together and the interaction design provides
subsequent interaction-steps for the main tasks.
The dashboard’s most important components are:
(a) The overview functionality of all connected devices as a list (Figure 1, Mark 1).
(b) A table containing the most recent errors for all connected devices. Each column displays the
error symptom alongside a shortcut towards the solution. E.g. ‘Joint: the robot has stopped’
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(Figure 1, Mark 2) and in addition a navigation component reducing the effort a user has to
invest for finding a solution, e.g. ‘open most likely solution’, (Figure 1, Mark 3)
With a single interaction, e.g., a click on ‘open most likely solution’ (Figure 1, Mark 3), the user is
provided with a solution to the most likely cause of this machine error. See Figure 2.

2.
1.
3.
4.

Figure 2: Solution View
The conceptual ideas of the Solution View (Figure 2) are as follows:
(a) Present the solution to the machine error, e.g. the solution text ‘Move joint out of maximum
angle position’ (Figure 2, Mark 1).
(b) Provide a quick view to the user regarding error context and symptom, e.g. the blue headline
‘LBR iiwa 14 R820 | Joint: the robot has stopped’ (Figure 1, Mark 2).
(c) Collect user feedback for a solution, e.g. ‘Problem resolved?’ (Figure 2, Mark 3).
(d) Display solution background information to the user, matching both error context and error,
e.g. the cause and symptom (Figure 2, Mark 4).
(e) In case that several causes for the machine error symptom (Joint: the robot has stopped) exist,
they are sorted by likelihood in descending order. On the solution view following the most
likely solution, the less likely ones are displayed.
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3.2. Software Architecture
The software architecture is shown below in Figure 3 and consists of the 3 layers (Starke, 2015):
Presentation, Logic and Data. Each layer encompasses different modules. Following Figure 3 the
purpose of each module is described.

Figure 3: UML Class Diagram – Layer View
Presentation Layer: It contains the Graphical User Interface (GUI) which servers as entry point for
the user.
Logic Layer: This layer encompasses two modules (a) the Semantic Knowledge Retrieval, with the
purpose of providing accurately fitting documentation and (b) the User Feedback Adapter which has
the purpose of handling user feedback.
Data Layer: Three modules are located here, (a) the Machine, which sends out event and context
information, (b) the Ontology, containing hierarchies of products and errors, both interlinked, and
modularized technical documentation and (C) the User Feedback Store, containing collected user
feedback.
For providing an inside view of the components on the different layers, their interaction is shown in
Figure 4 which is explained afterwards applying the introductions use case.

Figure 4: UML Sequence Diagram – Smart Documentation Retrieval
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Step 1:

As soon as an error occurs, the machine sends event data and machine data to the ‘Semantic
Knowledge Retrieval’ component. Event data describes the machine error in detail, e.g.
‘Joint 3 maximum angle reached, emergency stop’ on 13:45:17. Machine data contains
context information, e.g. the robots’ digital identification plate with manufacturer and type,
e.g.,‘KUKA’ and ’LBR iiwa 14 R820’.

Step 2,3: Modularized technical documentation is retrieved from the ontology by querying for the
event data in combination with the machine data. The modularized technical
documentation consists of the documentation fragments symptom, cause, and solution
(SCS).
Step 4,5: User feedback is queried for each of the previously retrieved SCSs.
Step 6:

Technical documentation accurately matching both the machine event and the personnel’s
preference is forwarded to the ‘Graphical User Interface’ (GUI) component.

Step 7,8: As soon as the GUI sends user feedback it is saved in the feedback store after normalization.
3.3. Ontology
An ontology specifies concepts and their relationships. One purpose of an ontology is to bridge
terminology across different domains (Busse et al., 2015). Here, the event data and machine data,
both originating from the machine, are bridged to the technical documentation. The ontology can be
queried to retrieve symptoms, causes and solutions (SCS), matching both product and error data. See
Figure 4 with an example following the W3C recommendation for concepts and abstract syntax
(W3C, 2014).

Figure 4: Ontology example
Within the ontology, different concepts are modelled:
(a) Hierarchies of products and errors, both interlinked, e.g.:
‘LBR iiwa R820’ ‘isA’ ‘LBR iiwa’
‘LBR iiwa’ ‘has Error’ Joint: maximum angle reached, emergency stop’
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(b) Technical documentation splitted in symptoms, their causes and solutions (SCS) with
linkages to (a), e.g.:
‘Joint: maximum angle reached, emergency stop’ ‘hasSymptom’ ‘Joint: Robot has stopped’
‘Joint: Robot has stopped’ ‘hasCause’ ‘Joint at maximum angle’
‘Joint at maximum angle’ ‘hasSolution’ ‘Rotate joint’
all linked to ‘LBR iiwa’ via ‘hasProduct’
The ontology enables modelling transitive relationships like ‘isA’. ‘LBR iiwa R820’ has no direct
relationship with any error, symptom, cause, or solution. However, due to the ‘isA’ relationship with
‘LBR iiwa’, the relationships to the respective error, symptom, cause, and solution can be inferred.
In addition to the label attribute shown in Figure 4, concepts and relationships may have additional
attributes. E.g., a solution may have an additional attribute containing a detailed description on how
to apply the solution. An additional attribute for SCS vertices may contain information about the
target user group.
3.4. Semantic Knowledge Retrieval
The aim of the ‘Semantic Knowledge Retrieval’ component is providing appropriate technical
documentation. The component is triggered by the machine as soon as an error (event) occurs on the
machine. The trigger mechanism hands over event data and machine data. Those data are used to
query the ontology for technical documentation (symptoms, causes and solutions - SCS).
Subsequently, the component queries the user feedback store to retrieve the feedback for the SCSs in
order to rank the SCSs according to user preferences. Finally, the ranked SCSs are forwarded to the
GUI. Semantic knowledge retrieval is a most complex process including pre-processing, semantic
enrichment, ontology querying, and ranking. A detailed description is beyond the scope of this paper
and can be found in Kaupp et al. (2017).
3.5. User Feedback Adapter
The ‘User Feedback Adapter’ is tracking interactions and feedback originating from the user while
operating the GUI. Each user interaction such as a mouse click is recorded and stored. Recorded data
are: user name, timestamp, GUI component (e.g. solution view), and concrete interaction (e.g. mouse
click on ‘open most likely solution’ for the symptom ‘Robot has stopped’ at ‘KUKA LBR iiwa 14
R820’).
3.6. Prototype Implementation
The components have been implemented prototypically, serving as a demonstrator for the evaluation.
The front end is programmed in Typescript using Angular2+ and Material-Design-Light. The back
end uses Java as programming language in combination with the Spring library. To enable fast
querying, Apache Solr has been selected as technology for implementing the ontology. The ontology
has been filled with demo data. User feedback is stored in a PostgreSQL relational database.
Communication between the individual components is realized using the technologies Web socket,
RESTFul, and Spring Message Routing. The robot is connected via OPC UA.
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4. Evaluation
We evaluate the method and prototypical implementation presented in Section 3 by comparing it with
the requirements specified in Section 2.
R1 - Resolve error quickly and with little effort - As shown in Section 3.1, a user can navigate from
an error alert to an appropriate solution with a single interaction. In contrast to manual lookups
without connection to the machine or even paper-based approaches, the proposed methodology can
be assumed to enable the personnel to resolve errors more quickly and with reduced effort. Another
aspect indicating the fulfilment of this requirement is the reduction of possible user typing errors.
R2 - Appropriate technical documentation - The appropriateness of the solution presented is
dependent on the users’ preference, including his skill level, and the availability of appropriate
documentation. The solution proposed in Section 3 offers functionalities for collecting user feedback
and for storing it in the user feedback store (Section 3.5). After querying the ontology for technical
documentation fragments (SCS), the user feedback store is consulted prior to re-ordering the SCSs
(Section 3.4). In addition, the ontology can include information regarding the target user group
(Section 3.3). Hence, the appropriateness of the documentation relies on both, the ontology and the
user feedback store. Using the demo use case from the introduction alongside with demo data, the
solution shown in Figure 2 is appropriate for a junior application developers skill level for
programming a LBR iiwa R820, hinting towards the fulfilment of R2.
For fully evaluating requirements R1 and R2, a comprehensive survey with factory personnel and
real technical documentation needs to be conducted. This is planned as future work.
R3 - Match the machine context - The ontology is consulted as soon as a connected machine has
communicated its error event and context. As stated in Section 3.3, the ontology acts as bridging
mechanism between the robot and the technical documentation. Hence, a properly filled ontology is
a prerequisite for mapping the machine context to technical documentation. The ontology contains
relationships between products, errors and modularized technical documentation (SCS) and is used
for querying SCSs matching both the error and machine context. Thus, it can be assumed that R3 is
met.
R4 - Automatically - As stated in Section 3.1 and shown in Figure 1, the proposed methodology
includes a navigation component that provides an automatic shortcut towards technical
documentation with the most likely solutions. In favour of providing an overview of all connected
machines and errors occurring on them, the concept includes a dashboard view where the navigation
component is provided per machine error. Hence, the proposed solution includes an automatic path
towards error solutions and fulfils R4.
R5 - Devices - The layered software architecture provides application programmers interface (API)
between presentation and logic layer. GUIs for different device classes can be implemented, thus
providing the basis for fulfilling R5. As explained in Section 3.6, the demonstrator is programmed
using the Material-Design-Light library. Its grid mechanism is used while implementing the
prototype, resulting in a responsive web page. It can be used in a web browser, on a tablet PC, and on
a smartphone.
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R6 - Fast interaction - The methodology presented in Section 3 can be implemented efficiently,
allowing response times below 1 s for user interactions. Employing the prototype implementation
(Section 3.6), an initial performance measurement has been conducted. A screenshot of the web
browsers’ debug console is shown in Figure 5, displaying an end to end response time of 67 ms for a
symptom lookup. The test was conducted using the prototype locally, running on a MacBook Pro
(Late 2016, i7-6567U @ 3.30GHz, 16 GB RAM) on battery, with a limited amount of test data.
Figure 5: Symptom lookup in 67 ms; using the prototype locally.
5. Related Work
Bunte et al. (2016) introduced an interface powered by natural language with the purpose of
interacting with a smart device (system). Their solution is suitable for answering questions like “Are
there any anomalies in the system?” by combining different techniques including natural language
processing, ontologies, analytic and synthetic algorithms organized hierarchically. However, they do
not provide means for providing an overview of machine status as the dashboard component
introduced in Section 3 does. In addition, their solution relies on the user typing in their question,
opening the possibility for misspelling. Our solution offers more automation thanks to the navigation
component towards a technical documentation which includes solutions.
Hornung et al. (2014) introduced a new kind of semi-supervised robot anomaly detection, using a
data-driven approach. By utilizing cascading machine learning techniques, their solution is able to
detect anomalies while little information is present. The employed machine learning techniques are
maps of valid and invalid data combined with a distance measurement and a Support Vector Machine.
The technique of detecting anomalies from raw data in situations where little information is present
could be an addition for the pure event-based approach described in Section 3. In contrast to the
authors’ proposed method in Section 3, their approach does not include a mapping of technical
documentation to the detected errors/anomalies.
The CSC project (CyberSystemConnector, 2017) introduces an approach for storing technical
documentation on individual machines or even machine parts in a smart factory. In contrast, we
propose a central storage for technical documentation. We argue that the centralized approach eases
the editing and updating process of technical documentation to a great extent. In case the information
is stored in a distributed manner, i.e. each machine is carrying its own documentation, the need for
an individual updating mechanism arises. Wang et al. (2017) compare a client–server paradigm with
a mobile agent paradigm in the context of predictive maintenance, outlining pros and cons. Our
approach follows the client-server paradigm whereas the CSC project follows the agent paradigm.
Wang et al. confirm our view that resource management is eased following the client-server paradigm.
A concept regarding knowledge acquisition and process mapping in context of a smart factory is
proposed by Panfilenko et al. (2016). By combining a semantic media wiki with process knowledge
in BPMN and techniques of object character recognition (OCR) on hand-written incident reports,
their solution is capable of mapping detected anomalies onto existing knowledge. Their demonstrator
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focuses on manually collected incident reports and does not implement an automatic connection to
the machine as the authors’ solution does.
In accordance with the proposed software architecture, numerous publications in the context of smart
factory propose a layered architecture. Examples are the cyber-physical systems architecture for
Industry 4.0-based manufacturing systems (Lee et al., 2015), the reference architecture model for
Industry 4.0 (DIN, 2016), and the event-driven manufacturing information system architecture for
Industry 4.0 (Theorin et al., 2016).
6. Conclusions and Future Work
When machine errors occur in factories, it is important to act quickly in an appropriate way. In this
paper, we have presented a methodology for semantically matching symptoms and causes in error
situations, and automatically presenting solutions to end-users in an intuitive way. The methodology
has been implemented prototypically. As stated in the evaluation section 4, the first prototype shows
promising results.
To implement the proposed concept for a more production like environment, a number of next steps
are required. The ontology needs to be filled with comprehensive technical documentation. An
interface to a state-of-the-art knowledge management system is currently being implemented,
providing the ontology. A thoroughly conducted study is planned which will compare the stand-alone
knowledge management system with our integrated, context-aware solution. Learnings from the study
will be used to improve the solution before it can replace an existing stand-alone system in production.
A future addition could be the incorporation of automatic fixes for common machine errors. Users
could then be offered an additional option: ‘automatically apply solution’. May our contribution help
improve the productivity and efficiency of smart factories.
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